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Student:   Albert Einstein Teacher:  Mr. William Gates 
Absences from class:                            Times Late:  
Individual Education Plan:  Student Behavior Plan:            Other Support: 

 

Behaviours for Success (not included in grade) 

Albert is a dedicated student with a strong work ethic.  He is empathic and cares deeply for others.  Albert’s attitude 
towards learning is positive and collaborative in nature.  Albert would benefit from challenging himself to dream up another 
community project and make it come to life.  He is encouraged to focus on developing new skills during this project to 
further his learning.   

 

Academic Achievement 

Personal Development and Connections to Community EXTENDING 

Albert has demonstrated his ability to creatively, critically, and collaboratively design a plan, implement the design, and 
reflect on his own personal strengths and challenges during the process. He collaboratively used surveying methods and 
various research skills to determine the benefits of a greenhouse for a local assisted living residence.  The many volunteer 
and research hours that Albert and his partners spent on the project were critical to its success.  Albert has demonstrated 
deep reflection and has already implemented changes to reflect more realistic goals for maintaining this amazing project.  
This project resulted in many community connections and partnerships.   

Life and Career Path EXTENDING 

Albert demonstrated his ability to apply decision making strategies through his mentorship of a younger student.  He 
provided rich guidance to help this student develop a positive pathway while in a difficult situation.  The stories revealed 
through this mentorship have encouraged Albert to secure his abilities to help in emergency situations by completing his 
First Aid and Workplace Safety certificates.  His deep reflections and personal “Ah-ha” moments during the mentorship 
experience demonstrated his ability to recognize diverse perspectives.  This mentorship opportunity has directed Albert 
toward research into a possible career in the fields of health or education 

 

Overall Proficiency:  EXTENDING 

 

Teacher‘s Signature:  

 

 

 


